OUTLAW CAMP BULLETIN
We had several “hot” shooters, but only one came away with a clean match and that was Lefty Ed,
congratulations! It was a little warm but we had a good time. I may have gotten a little carried away on a
couple of stages with the shooting sequences but there was nothing there that you may not see again
somewhere. Arkansas Drifter is writing the stages for the July 10 shoot and he assured me that they
would be less ‘challenging’. That is probably good for a summer shoot.
Congratulations to all our shooters who placed in the Arkansas State Shoot.
Anytime you shoot steel targets with lead bullets at close range you will have a certain amount of
‘splatter’. All the clubs in Arkansas are well aware of this problem and we all try to minimize the
problem in various ways. Although I was not personally here for our Fun Fifth Saturday shoot in May I
had reports of unusual amounts of ‘splatter’ from some shotgun targets. One shooter who had been hit
by some ‘splatter’ later removed a pellet of steel shot from his cheek. This is totally unacceptable! SASS
rules state that shotgun rounds are to be of lead shot only, no larger than size #6, here at Outlaw Camp
we prefer that you use only lead shot size seven and one half or smaller. I don’t think that anyone would
purposely shoot steel shot at a cowboy shoot but a few rounds could have inadvertently been included
in the ammo for the day. As I stated in the shooter’s meeting last shoot anyone shooting steel shot at a
cowboy shoot here will be asked to leave and not return! This is a serious safety issue and there will be
no tolerance. Please be certain that all your ammo meets SASS requirements, they are clearly defined in
the Shooter Handbook.
It is summertime and the temperatures are on the rise, our relaxed dress code is in effect for July and
August so remember to wear your hat, appropriate footwear and as much or little in between as you
feel comfortable with.
Thanks for all who helped to cleanup and pickup after the shoot.
Don’t forget our Fun Fifth Saturday shoot coming up July 31.
We continue to have interest in the “WILD BUNCH” category and so far we have run into no problems
with shooters shooting this category, they are scored apart from the regular cowboy shooters. If you are
interested in shooting this category just make yourself familiar with the rules as written in the “Wild
Bunch” rule book available for download on the SASS website.

We have a few more caps with the Outlaw Camp Logo available for $10.00 each. We can order more as
needed.
Red and I were in Byhalia, Mississippi over the Memorial Day weekend so we missed our Fun Fifth
Saturday shoot. A big thanks to Tombstone Shadow and Arnetta for covering for us and he wanted to
make certain that we gave a big thanks to all who helped with set-up and pick-up for the day with a
special thanks to Arkansas Drifter. Tombstone said it started a light rain just as everyone was finishing
the fifth stage so only two teams stayed around for the team shoot. Team #1 Lead Bane and Flint
Greasewood were edged out by Tombstone Shadow and Arkansas Drifter. Mason Dixon was here for his
first shoot with us this year, glad you could make it!
Look forward to seeing all of you in July.
Happy Fourth of July and remember to …………………….
KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Jun. 20 Sun.

Father’s Day

Jun. 27 Sun.

Shoot “True Grit” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

July 3 Sat.

Shoot “MVV” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

July 4 Sun.

Shoot “MVV” 9:00

July 10 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

July 25 Sun.

Shoot “True Grit”

July 31 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Fun Fifth Saturday shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Aug. 7 Sat.

Shoot “MVV”

Aug. 7 Sat.

Ozark Red’s Birthday

Aug. 8 Sun.

Shoot “MVV’

Aug. 14 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp”

